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As you may or may not know for a while there Dave and I went Vegan, and hard as I tried
to get into it and enjoy it I REALLY MISSED meat, milk, cheese, chocolate and all that other
stuff that makes living and eating FUN!! During this food hiatus I have to be honest and say
that I kind of lost interest a little bit in food, and eating out became more of a challenge
rather then a treat. But, after one whole year of being dedicated to veganisim I am
delighted to say that we are BACK IN THE GAME!!! We are so in, out and all around the
game now and with that comes the joy of eating again. And what better place to relish the
joy of eating than at our favourite local restaurant “Foodworks”.
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It was only yesterday when Dave and I were looking for somewhere to eat that we decided
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to hang a left instead of our usual right when we hit the top of the high street in Kilkenny.
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And I am so glad we did, there we discovered the cutest little shop which was aptly
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named “The Little Green Grocer”. So today, we decided to go have a look and whilst
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talking to Sarah & Eleanor, the owners, we discovered it had been opened for the past six
months! That will just give you an indication how long it had been since we took a left turn!
Sadly we are creatures of habit.
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